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เรื่อง Appearance



My family

Credit: Infobells(Youtube)



uncle



aunt



He She



Colours

Credit: supersimplesongs(Youtube)



Colours

Credit: supersimplesongs(Youtube)



red green



yellow blue



orange purple



pink black



white brown



gray



Adjective



tall
short



slim
plump



fat
thin



He is +
He is tall.

Adjective.

tall



She is +

She is slim.

Adjective.

slim



She is +
She is short.

Adjective.

short



She is +

She is plump.
plump

Adjective.



‘‘Parts of your body’’

face



Credit:www.vector-eps.com

eyes



ears



nose



Credit:getdrawings.com/lips-cartoon-drawing

mouth



hair



curly hair
She has got curly hair.



long hair

She has got long hair.



short hair
He has got short hair.



big eyes
He has got big eyes.



small nose
She has got a small nose.



colour + hair



green hair
She has got green hair.



brown hair
He has got brown hair.



black hair
She has got black hair.





-Jack is Betty’s brother.

-Peter is Betty’s father. 

Apostrophe (’s)=ของ



-Mary is Betty’s mother.

-Cindy is Betty’s grandmother.

-John is Betty’s grandfather. 



Instructions: Read given passage and draw 
a picture in worksheet 2.

อ่านข้อความแล้ววาดรูปในใบงานที่ 2

ใบงานที่ 1 Betty’s Family



1. This is Betty. She is nine years old. 
She is short. She has got long hair.

2. Jack is Betty’s brother. 

He is tall and thin. 
He has got short hair.



3. Peter is Betty’s father. He is tall. 
He has got short hair.

4. Mary is Betty’s mother. She is short. 
She has got long hair.



5. Cindy is Betty’s grandmother.

She is thin. 
She has got gray hair and a big nose. 

6. John is Betty’s grandfather. 

He has got white hair and big ears. 
He is tall.



Peter is Betty’s father. He is tall. 
He has got short hair.

Example



Example

Betty’s family.



Example

Betty’s family.

grandfather grandmother

father mother

brother brother



Instructions:

Draw a picture of the person you read.
วาดภาพบุคลตามข้อมูลที่อ่านในใบงานที่ 1 Betty’s Family และเขียนชื่อประกอบ

ใบงานที่ 2 Draw a Picture



This  is ..................................................
He/She is Betty’s..................................


